A naked human eye can perceive objects down to a millimeter length. While lenses and microscopes have overcome this limit, the human mind still lacks perspective when navigating conventional scales (1), especially in the range that are less palpable to naked human eye (2,3). This problem is particularly acute in the context of science communication, where the conventional scale bar units facilitate little comprehension regarding the perception for factorial size differences (3). Here we aim to bridge the gap of scale factors and perspectives using a universal toolkit of objects, which can help comprehend the relative change in length dimensions up to 13 orders of magnitude difference. We further have demonstrated the use of such a universal object toolkit as a length perceptive scale by illustrating and narrating biological phenomena. The meter to picometer 'length perceptive scale' proposed here has the potential to cover majority of length scales present in the biological realm, and is analogous to the time compression methods widely used in explaining cosmos timeline (4). Our toolkit can also be calibrated according to the users need in their scientific communication and illustrations, which will aid the readers' benefit in understanding the length scale perception of illustrated phenomenon.
Introduction
The physical limit of a naked human eye can be matched to objects down to a millimeter length. This limit has been overcome by inventions that manipulate light i.e., lenses and microscope, which eventually opened up the microscopic world to human eye. The microscopic images often accompany a gradation factor, a standard way of expressing scale (1) . The scale can either be a fixed SI length unit scale bar called a nominal scale, or ratio scale factor, which provides the order of variation; a zoom factor in case of microscopes images.
Biological processes often occurring at the tiniest possible scale can trigger cascade of events, which is then amplified and manifested into the visible realm at an organismal level. Although we are able to peer through these tiniest possible objects and integrate them at different scale levels (2) , the human mind lacks perception when navigating scales at the range that are less palpable to naked human eye. This becomes particularly problematic in scientific illustrations where most of them are flattened representations of a 3-D shapes and forms. For instance, if one takes an example of reproductive cycle of a fruiting plant and attempts to illustrate the process, the scheme will roughly follow; a blooming adult tree, pollen transfer, fertilization, gamete fusion, embryogenesis, and fruit development (5) . In the due course we would have navigated 11 orders of magnitude, roughly from meter (10 0 m) i.e., adult tree to Angstrom units (10 − 10 m) e.g., protein-protein interactions during pollination. A scale bar in each image will provide an absolute sense about dimension and once below millimeter (1/1000 of a meter), the micrometer (1/1000000 of a meter) and nanometer (1/1000000000 of a meter) in units become less sensible and clouds our perception of length dimensions. A less tedious version is to use zoom factor, however without a reference the ratio scale factor also suffers similar lack of comprehension as nominal scale.
Even at the perceptible scale range (i.e., between kilometer to millimeter) navigating between unknown objects that are roughly orders of magnitude with each other can be hard to discern. For example, picture yourself sitting on an airplane next to a window seat. During takeoff you will observe objects in the ground shrinking and at some point the size differences of objects is lost at different heights. While this example refers to change in distance between the observer and the object viewed, the loss in perception of scale is analogous to the one observed while navigating through images across scales.
To mitigate these proportional issues authors, educators, science communicators and illustrators often use contextual information or a reference scale unit to depict the magnitude of illustrated object. In written articles it is common to apply the equivalence depictions using tall buildings, football fields, city blocks, countries or states etc., This has captivating effect to understand the magnitude of change for e.g., during the 2018 California wildfires, the fire spread rate was reported as roughly a football field every second (6) . In the case of pictures, especially related to natural history and paleontological enquiry, commonly used materials such as rulers, coins, pins, pens and hand etc., are used to accurately represent the size of the pictured subject. For scientific illustrations spanning across different log scale dimensions, a ten million times (TMT) perceptive scale was proposed recently (3) . The TMT perceptive scale suggests cellular components to be magnified up to the size of daily used objects and use them as a scale factor, which allows the user to narrate the cellular processes up to five log folds of dimensions (from a molecular to a sub-cellular scale). However, the TMT scale falls short in visual narratives that span several log folds, from whole organism (meter, 100 m) down to molecular scale (Angstrom, 10 − 10 m).
There are several resources available that exemplifies the order of magnitude length scale changes; Cosmic view in 40 jumps (7) and its related powers of ten video (8) , and other pedagogical tools (9, 10) . However, it has not been applied as contextual information to depict length scale differences across several orders of magnitude. Here we have assembled a list of universal objects that have defined dimensions and sorted them in a transcending order, which can be applied as a proxy for depicting the length scale navigation and visual narratives spanning from meter (10 0 m) to picometer (10 − 12 m). 
Power of 10 objects
One of the major challenges in illustrations of any nature is the inability to depict several log fold objects in a single frame. Artistic license has allowed illustrators to depict very wide range of largescale dimensions in one frame/image/page. This is most exemplified with our solar system illustrations that span all the planetary systems including the Sun. Even if we ignore the distances for illustrative purposes, the sizes of planets are grossly misrepresented. Here we have attempted to place Sun, Saturn, Earth and Moon in a single illustration without compromising their factorial size differences (Supplement Figure 1 ). The diametrical dimensions of these planetary objects are 1.39X10 9 m (Sun), 1.20X10 8 m (Saturn with rings), 1.27X10 7 m (Earth) and 3.47X10 6 m (Moon), which roughly scales down to an order of magnitude in meters. Since these planetary objects are beyond the perceptive scale and realistically not possible to put them in a single picture, we then attempted to place circles with a range of 4 orders of magnitude size changes, 10 cm (10 − 1 m), 1 cm (10 − 2 m), 1 mm (10 − 3 m) and 0.1 mm (10 − 4 m) ( Figure 1A ). While the 0.1 mm circles are barely visible in Figure 1A , the same picture when zoomed in 10X, the 0.1 mm circle begins resolvable, however the 10 cm circle, which is 1000 times larger than the 0.1 mm becomes out of context ( Figure 1B ). Therefore, it becomes clear that in a single image it is realistically not possible to depict beyond 4 orders of magnitude and becomes the upper limit of human eye resolving power.
In the light of this limitation, we wondered if there is a range of universal objects (as described in the Supplement Figure 1 ) where one could capitalize the order differences for a new perceptive scale. We then assembled a list of objects with fixed dimensions starting from the largest object in the solar system, the Sun (1.39X10 9 m) i.e., 1.39 billion meters and decreasing the order dimension down to the tip of a ballpoint pen (10 − 3 m) i.e., 1/1000 of a meter or 1 millimeter ( Table 1 ). The second largest object in diametrical dimension is Jupiter (1.4X10 8 m) and we also chose Saturn (1.27X10 8 m, including the ring diameter) in the same order category, as it is the closest to an order below and above to Sun and Earth respectively. Another advantage of Saturn is its recognizable rings, which will serve well as icon placed in an illustration. Following the Earth, Moon (3.47X10 6 m) or Ceres (0.97X10 6 m) and continents represent objects that are in a million-meter range. The list tapers down in dimension to famous Earth structures both manmade and natural; Suez and Panama canals (hundred thousand meters), Mount Everest (ten thousand meters), Diameter of Large Hadron Collider and Golden Gate bridge (thousand meters). Hundred meters and below we have several standard sized fixed object examples; sports and athletic fields (hundreds and tens of meters), bicycle and human (meters) and standard sized sports balls (sub-meters). Finally we end the scale in millimeter range with examples of coins, pen tips and ball bearings. The objects chosen here represents size wise dimension in diameters, they are fixed in size and have less scope of size changes in future ( Table 1 ).
The range from billion meters to millimeter respectively using Sun to pen tip as reference is 13 orders of magnitude in length scale. Which can be used as a proxy to represent meter to picometer dimension, hence we propose a meter to picometer (MPM) length perceptive scale (Table 1 and Figure 2 ). The proposed MPM scale is a perceptive scale and therefore cannot be used to represent the true scale of illustrated object such as a reference scale. However the MPM scale becomes valuable when navigating orders of magnitude changes in scientific illustration. Similar to a reference scale, the MPM length perceptive scale can provide contextual information and aid the reader in understanding processes spanning several orders of magnitude changes.
Narration using MPM perceptive scale
Armed with a length perceptive scale we attempted to apply this in explaining biological phenomena, which requires navigation across many orders of scale. Here we have illustrated the life cycle of an apple tree, from an adult tree to seed there are several events occurring at various dimensions. From flower to cross-pollination by bees we have already jumped 4 orders of magnitude (1000X) in detail and becomes the upper limit in depiction as described earlier ( Figure  1 and Supplement Figure 1 ). Therefore, we split the image panels zooming down/out in each as we navigate across the scales with appropriate perceptive reference for each frame (Figure 3 ).
In the early spring, the leafless apple tree shows signs of activity and before the leaves shoot the tree starts to blossom. Even though the flowers are visible from far apart, a buzz of activity is happening at a very close range. Bees, the chief pollinator bring in pollen from different flowers, cross-pollinate and aid in the fertilization. A cascade of events is triggered at a very tiny scale and our visual realm ends at scale of anther (the sack containing pollen). The pollen once in place; on the surface of stigma, the 'female' receptacle extends the tube down to ovary. Here the selection or discrimination of self versus foreign pollen happens at molecular level, where the protein-protein interaction dictates if the pollen tube will extend all the way to the ova, deep inside the stigma, thereby ensuring the fertilization (5, 11) . Once fertilization is successful the seed forms and the tree starts to make apples.
An important element here is the molecular lock-key feature of receptor interaction at Angstrom scale, which needs to be set right for fertilization and further fruit development. This cascade of activity is almost to the scale equivalent to a footballer kicking the ball into opponents' goalpost (receptor incompatibility) to trigger fan euphoria in the stadium (cell to cell interaction), which is then amplified to whole nation or continent (apple formation). In the event of receptor compatibility Figure 2 : Meter to picometer perspective scale. The universal objects illustrated here extend from the largest in solar system, Sun (10 9 m) to millimeter objects (10 −3 m). These 13 orders of objects are divided into celestial bodies, earthly structures, sports and recreation, human-sized, balls, coinage and ball bearings. A relative scale of 13 order of magnitude range (from meter to picometer) is placed beneath the actual dimensional range of objects, which represents the proposed perceptive or equivalence scale. For more detailed list see Table 1. (self-goal), the activity becomes lull and agonistic. Thus, the accompanying perceptive scale along with narration enhances the comprehension of length scales.
While the apple tree life cycle goes back and forth in length scale with a time component, we used another biological example, which occurs in real time and involves cascade triggered by light to generate currents in neurons of the eye (that communicate with brain for image formation). Here the light is converted in to electrical signal and passed on to the brain. While the information in the form electrical signal is passed few centimeters from eye to brain, the signal conversion occurs at molecular level. As one goes deeper into the eye, passing the lens and vitreous cavity, light hits the retina, a highly stratified layer of eye tissue. The stratification includes non-interfering bipolar cells, ganglion cells, horizontal cells nerve cells, a convoluted layer of rod and cone cells and a mixture of cell and matrix material. The membranes of rod cells have tiny molecular machines, which can respond to light and trigger an avalanche of response by charged elements (ions that are 10 − 10 m) to generate electrical signals (12) (Figure 4 ).
The electrical signal generation is analogous to tripping a penny-sized switch (retinal isomerization by light), to open turbine tunnels (ion channels) for producing electricity in a hydroelectric plant (rod cells of retina), transporting electricity in grid lines (neurons) for a faraway city (brain). Here we have we have added perceptive scale along with absolute scale to a different calibration than that 8) and (9) The interaction between the pollen and the female receptacle determine the fate of the pollen tube. (10) and (11) This is determined at molecular level where the ligand from pollen (orange protein) should not match receptor from female receptacle (cyan protein) (PDB ID: 5GYY), in case of match as illustrated here the pollen is destined for self-destruction. This lack of fidelity is important to ensure cross-pollination and is kept in check by chemical bond interactions at Angstroms scale. (12) and (13) Once the genetic diversity is ensured the pollen tube extends all the way to ovum for fertilization. The light passes through the ganglion cells, the bipolar cells, the interspersed horizontal cells, finally to the light sensitive layer of rods and cone cells. Next to these cells, is a layer of small melanocytes, followed by connective tissues. The axons of the nerve cells bundle up and become the optic nerve that communicates the signal to the brain. The morphology of rod and cone cell is a stalk like cell, with a bulb at the light facing side and a brush like structure facing away from the light of apple story (Figure 3) . Thus exemplifying the flexibility of 'power of 10' objects listed for length perceptive scale (Table 1) .
With these two examples we show that supplementing illustrations with a length perceptive scale and narration enhances the visual representation by aiding the readers to comprehend the length scale navigation.
Pros and cons
The proposed length perceptive scale and the list containing power of 10 objects has wide-range of applications and advantages than described above. The reference images or icons can also be placed in the images instead of a scale bar. For this purpose we have also provided a downloadable panel of vector-based icons as listed in Table 1 (Supplement material). Because the reference icons used here are mostly circular and symmetrical in shape, these objects can give clues about dimensionality with respective to diameter and area compared to the nominal scale. Some of the icons presented here have different multiplication factors for a given order of scale, which the users can scale according to the exact multiplication factor for that magnitude.
Although in our example storyboards we have used image panels zooming in with each frame, our perceptive scale will benefit perspective drawings. Scientific illustrations often use perspectivebased drawings where the resolution increases in one direction, exemplifying the continuity in architecture, however distorting the scale e.g., chromatin architecture (14) , neuronal cells (15) and muscle fibers (13) ( Figure 4C ). In such illustrations it is possible to provide the right dimensional cues with the use of proposed perceptive scale. By placing the right reference object near to image subjects at each scale order jump will facilitate dealing with the scale distortion ( Figure 4C ).
Another major advantage is the gradable nature of perceptive scale, which we have illustrated in the apple and light sensing storyboards. In addition, there exist many pair of objects or gradation pairs, which can be clubbed together, to better illustrate the scale magnitude difference. For example, Sun versus Saturn versus Earth (each 1 order difference), Basketball or Volleyball and its respective court (2 orders), Moon versus LHC versus LHC tunnel (each 3 order differences), humans and Mt. Everest (4 orders), etc., We have illustrated many such pairs (Supplement Figure  2 ) and we encourage users to pair many such according to their needs and requirement. Figure 4 continued: source, which is cylindrical in rod cells and conical in cone cells. The center of retina, fovea centralis is enriched in cones that detect color in RGB, the other regions have higher density of light detecting rod cells. (Second row) As we zoom into the brush region of the rod cells, we see up to thousands of stacks of intracellular membranous sacs. These sacs have a cavity on the inside and sandwich a thin sliver of cytoplasm between them, which house most of the molecular machinery involved in the light transduction process. The sacs originate as finger like projections, which are later internalized in the cell. The membranes of the disc in rod cells house the rhodopsin molecule that is extremely light sensitive. In the vicinity of rhodopsin exists few other enzymes and ion channels, which are in place to relay the signal. Zoomed in view of a single rhodopsin and adjacent enzymes, the ligand (11-cis-retinal) is at the heart of the rhodopsin and is inactive in dark state. (Third row) When light hits the eye, the retinal is isomerized to trans-retinal. The light induced isomerization of retinal leads to changes in rhodopsin, which is relayed to enzymes nearby to release new molecules in the cell, which then opens the ion channels to create a gradient of current across membrane. The current is then relayed to the brain for image formation. PDB IDs used 1U19 (Rhodopsin with retinal), 6CMO (Rhodopsin and GPCR), 4ZKF (Phosphodiesterase), 5H3O (cyclin-nucleotide gated ion channel). (C) Perspective based illustration of skeletal muscle organization. The image shows cross sections of indicated structures from muscle (millimeters), bundles of fibers (sub-millimeters), myofibrils (micrometers), sarcomere (sub-micron) and acto-myosin molecules (nanometers). Roughly 6 orders of length scale differences between muscle and molecules, which we have illustrated with icons calibrated to the perceptive scale described in 4A.
Regardless of many advantages and applications as with any method, ours also suffers few shortcomings. The first and foremost is the relativity of the scale; although we have named meter to picometer length perceptive scale, the scales we propose here are approximate and can only be used for relativity, not one which gives an accurate sense of measurement. The proposed scale also covers vast spectrum of scales from Sun to tip of pen, where a quantitative estimation may not be obvious in the beginning. However with proper narrational supplement as described in this article, the appreciation of scale difference between a tree and a molecule inside one of its cells becomes apparent. Another disadvantage is that the scale is not useful when one is travelling through smaller spectrum of scale, especially at the larger reference subjects. Therefore, for shorter spectrum of magnitude difference we suggest use of the gradation pairs proposed here (Supplement Figure 2 ).
Conclusion
Depicting various length scale objects in illustration is challenging, while this is a well-taught concept in graphic design and art schools, we could not find a good example to exemplify this shortcoming. Here we have demonstrated that it is not possible to depict beyond 4 orders of magnitude changes in a single regular-sized image (desktop screens to A3 prints) ( Figure 1 ). Scientists therefore have cleverly overcome by zooming to show deeper details, a great example is the Cosmic View in 40 jumps (7) and the adapted popular video 'powers of 10' (8) . As in the 'powers of 10' video, which illustrates the stunning depiction of details divulging as one zooms in, however at some point the viewer still lose the perception of how deeper one has traversed since the start. Therefore, in this article we have put forward a resource for depicting length scales using a list of universal objects as a length perceptive scale; which is unparalleled to other approaches currently available. Comparably, a time compression method is widely used in narrating the cosmic timeline (4), e.g. history of Earth in 24-hours and the cosmic calendar. We envision that our length perceptive scale can be applied across several orders of magnitude and is useful if one needs to navigate from organism (meter) to molecules (Angstroms). Depicting and narrating the output of nanoscale actions is amplified several orders of magnitude in an organism using universal objects will be hugely beneficial as educational tools.
With ever increasing need and enthusiasm for science communication to lay audience, our length perceptive scale will be invaluable during presentations, narrations and illustrations. The challenge is acute when scientists are required to explain their technology used in unraveling the inner workings of cells at the tiniest possible scale (2) . For example, biologists often use microscopes with varying degree of zoom amplification. To simply put in perspective, using our length perceptive scale one can narrate microscopy experiments analogous to satellite imagery. The zooming power of microscopes can be equated to the satellites image capturing ability of Earth objects. A magnifying glass is equivalent of taking a picture of the whole Australian landmass from the satellite. A simple compound microscope can zoom in from millimeter to microns, which is equivalent of zooming to Sydney Opera house. A super-resolution microscope can resolve submicron details, equivalent of satellite zooming to human subject near the Opera house. An electron microscope, which can capture sub-nanometer details, is equivalent of capturing an image of a coin in the human subjects' hand. Such types of narrations are only possible with a length perspective scale described here.
Finally, our approach also sets up a new paradigm where a similar approach for how fast biological processes take place (16) , a time perceptive scale and how strong forces are exerted (17) , a binding perceptive scale can be developed in future. Together with the applications demonstrated here, we believe that our resource will be a great boon for scientists, sci-artists and illustrators who are keen in science communication. 
